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A bstract
(Version 2: New supporting evidence is presented and footnoted.) The alleged flight performances of inexperienced
terrorist pilots accused of operating complex flight control systems of four aircraft during the terrorist attacks of
September 11, 2001 has surprised observers. Moreover, official information presented to demonstrate terrorist pilot
control of the said aircraft has been either unverifiable or demonstrated to contain noteworthy anomalies. The flight paths
of the September 11, 2001 attack aircraft bear characteristics common to the capabilities provided by precision automated
flight control systems and related commercial aviation technology that emerged just prior to these attacks. The unreported
use of augmented GPS guided auto-pilot aircraft systems in order to perform the said aircraft attacks is hypothesized.
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Introduction
U.S. federal government and civil aviation industry
publications describe the development and
implementation pre-September 11, 2001, of state-ofthe-art systems capable of facilitating precise
automated navigation of the Boeing 757 and 767
aircraft used that day to a given destination. The
Global Positioning System (GPS) is a space-based
radio-navigation system that generates accurate
positioning, navigation and timing information for
civil use at no cost. The information signal can be
obtained through the use of GPS signal receiving
equipment.1
Augmented GPS signal service intended to replace
dated and expensive ground-based aviation
navigation signals, was developed during the mid-tolate 1990s by the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) and Raytheon. Serving on Raytheon's Special
Advisory Board was "Project for the New American
Century" signatory Richard Armitage, although it is
unknown precisely when he served in this capacity.2
Known as the Wide Area Augmentation System
(WAAS), precisely surveyed ground-based Widearea Reference Stations monitor and collect GPS
satellite signal errors. Ground-based Wide-area
Master Stations then transmit corrected GPS signal
information to ground-based Ground Uplink Stations
that then transmit the corrected GPS signal
information to Geostationary Satellites. These
satellites then broadcast the corrected positional
information back to Earth for use within a GPS-like
signal.3
On May 1, 2000, just 16 months prior September 11,
2001, President Clinton announced that intentionally
embedded position and timing errors in GPS data
(Selective Availability or SA) would end. SA was

implemented to deter abuse of GPS in the national
security interest.4 The FAA later announced on
August 24, 2000, just 13 months prior to the
September 11, 2001 attacks, that the WAAS signal
was available pending final approval by the FAA.
Horizontal and vertical positional data accurate to
between one to three meters and sufficient for
Category I precision aircraft runway approaches, was
now available throughout the contiguous United
States.5 6 Normal GPS service only provides
placement accuracy to within 100 meters.
Conventional en route aviation navigation beacon
signals were only able to provide placement
information accurate to within one mile.7 Raytheon's
director of satellite navigation systems reported that
rescue personnel utilized the newly activated WAAS
signal, in order to precisely survey the Ground Zero
site following the September 11, 2001 terrorist
attacks.8

(F ig.1) WAAS Architecture

Performance Based Navigation
The activation of the WAAS signal contributed
significantly to the accuracy of an aircraft navigation
and landing procedure system developed during the
1990s known as "Required Navigation Performance"
(RNP), which utilizes precisely constructed
"highways in the sky" that can be navigated by the
autopilot systems of aircraft like those involved in the
terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. WAAS
enabled RNP technology "pinpoints the location of a
fast-moving jet to within yards".9 Such routes "never
vary more than 18 meters - half the wingspan of a
Boeing 737".10 Upon the introduction of the WAAS
signal utilized by the RNP system it was predicted
that "a pilot will be able to determine the airplane's
vertical and horizontal position within six or seven
meters (about 20 to 23 feet)".11 The WAAS signal
provides horizontal and vertical positional accuracy
of 1-3 meters, whereas the Instrument Landing
System (ILS) antenna arrays that provide precise
aircraft centerline placement over the 150-200 foot
wide runways of major U.S. airports are accurate to
only 7.6 meters in both planes at the middle marker.12
RNP "highway in the sky" routes provide for a
containment accuracy of 95% within a virtual
corridor. Such corridor dimensions are described in
terms of nautical miles. In 2003, Raytheon reported
that WAAS enabled corridors were as narrow as 243
feet (RNP 0.02).
"WAAS also supports required navigation
performance (RNP) operations, says Raytheon,
providing a precision navigation capability down to
RNP 0.02 (an accuracy of 0.02nm)."13

1 nautical mile = 6,076 feet; RNP 0.02 = RNP (0.02
nautical mile radius) x 2 = RNP (121.5 foot radius) x
2 = a 243 foot wide corridor.

of a circle centered around the computed FMC
position where there is a defined containment
probability level of the actual aircraft being inside
the containment radius. For accuracy the
containment probability level is 95%."14

(F ig.3) RNP Containment Radius

Aviation and popular publications describe a
complex 2006 autopilot controlled RNP test flight
performed by a Boeing 757 containing Flight
Management Systems (FMS) and augmented GPS
signal receivers scheduled to be contained by
American and United airlines 757 and 767 aircraft
during the late 1990s, utilizing waypoint coordinate
information contained within the aircraft's Flight
Management Computer (FMC), that included a
descent from a 38,000 foot altitude.
"Guided entirely by autopilot, an Air China Boeing
757 jet last month snaked along a narrow river
valley between towering Himalayan peaks ... the
airplane automatically followed the twists of the
valley, descending on a precisely plotted highway
in the sky toward a runway still out of sight ...
Using global-positioning satellites and on-board
instruments, Naverus' navigation technology
pinpoints the location of a fast-moving jet to within
yards ... "You're watching the whole thing unfold.
The airplane is turning, going where it's supposed
to go ... it's all automatic.""15
"For this RNP approach in Tibet, an Air China
Boeing 757 was relying on dual GPS receivers,
flight path computers and inertial reference systems
... the aircraft we are on is equipped with
Honeywell Pegasus flight management systems and
Rockwell Collins multi-mode receivers."16

(F ig.2) RNP .02 Performance Illustration; Boeing 767-200; WTC
Tower (208 Feet Wide)

"Accuracy and integrity are expressed in terms of
nautical miles and represent a containment radius

By 1999, Boeing 757 and 767 aircraft like those
involved in the terrorist attacks of September 11,
2001, contained digital flight control systems that can
"automatically fly the airplanes on pre-selected
routes, headings, speed or altitude maneuvers."17

(F ig.4) Precise WAAS Enabled RNP "Highway in the Sky"
Illustration

W aypoint Substitution
For U.S. aviation purposes utilizing GPS navigation,
a waypoint is a three dimensional location within the
National Air Space, comprised of longitude, latitude
and altitude coordinates.18 RNP-like flight paths and
runway approach procedures are comprised of a
series of waypoints.19 The WTC towers themselves
occupied waypoint coordinates.20 Aircraft Flight
Management System (FMS) facilitated instrument
approach procedures involve the interception of
waypoint coordinates.21 By substitution of World
Trade Center tower and Pentagon building waypoint
coordinates for flight leg terminating waypoint
coordinates, a RNP-like waypoint intercept procedure
under autopilot control performed by three of the four
aircraft destroyed on September 11, 2001, could
apparently also accomplish the aircraft attacks
observed.

(F ig.6) United Airlines 175 Approach Towards WTC 2

Common Performance C haracteristics
A feature utilized by RNP approach procedures and
utilizing the WAAS signal activated one year before
September 11, 2001, is the use of descending
constant radius turns, known as Radius-to-Fix (RF)
turns.22 Such turns are similar to the 330 degree
descending right turn performed by American
Airlines flight 77 (AA 77) upon its final approach-toimpact with the Pentagon building on September 11,
2001.23 The point at which AA 77's 330 degree
descending right turn terminated would be
comparable to a Final Approach Fix (FAF), from
where a straight final runway approach segment
would commence.

(F ig.7) 90 Degree RNP Radius-to-Fix (RF) Turn
(F ig.5) RNP/GPS Waypoint Aircraft Approach Illustration

The Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics at
Stanford University described experimental RF turns
similar to the reported 330 degree descending turn
performed by American Airlines Flight 77, following
1998 test flights involving a WAAS prototype:
"The Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) ...
allows pilots to fly ... approaches that cannot
necessarily be flown with current instrumentation
... Complex curved approaches, including
approaches turning to a short (less than one mile)
final ... Pathways were constructed from ...
climbing, or descending constant radius arcs ...
Autopilots could use WAAS position and velocity
to fly curved trajectories."24

The attack aircraft flight paths observed on
September 11, 2001 would apparently be
reproducible by RNP-like segments used in
combination, performed by specialized aircraft
avionics systems available and certified prior to
September 11, 2001 for use within the Boeing 757
and 767 attack aircraft used on September 11, 2001 .

(F ig.9) Rockwell-Collins Multi-Mode Receiver

On September 7, 1998 Honeywell International
announced plans by American Airlines and United
Airlines, to install the RNP-capable Pegasus Flight
Management System (FMS) within their Boeing 757
and 767 aircraft, with a 150 waypoint route
capacity.27 28

(F ig.10) Honeywell "Pegasus" Flight Management System
(F ig. 8) Flight Paths for AA 11, UA 175, AA 77 And UA 93

Necessary A vionics Systems
On September 6, 1996 Rockwell-Collins Commercial
Avionics announced plans by Boeing and major
commercial airlines, to install Rockwell-Collins
Multi-Mode Receiver (MMR) landing systems within
their Boeing 757 and 767 aircraft.25 The MMR
system can utilize the WAAS signal as well as the
basic GPS signal, the VHF, UHF, VOR navigation
signals and eventually the LAAS navigation signal.26

"Operators of 757s and 767s may also choose to
upgrade to the recently certified Future Air
Navigation System (FANS) FMC (Pegasus), which
is Y2K-ready and available. Service bulletins for
the 757 and 767 FANS retrofit will be issued upon
operator request."29

A chieved Systems A ccuracy
During numerous FAA, U.S. Air Force and National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
sponsored runway approach and touchdown test
flights between 1994 and 2002, involving augmented
GPS positional signals and the auto-land systems of
Boeing 757, 767 and other Boeing 700 series aircraft,
horizontal and vertical positional accuracies of just
several meters or less were routinely achieved. The
four aircraft used to carry out the September 11, 2001
terrorist attacks were also Boeing 757-200 and 767-

200 model aircraft. Runways of major U.S. airports
like JFK International, Chicago-O'Hare International
and Los Angeles International are between 150 and
200 feet wide.30 31 32 The WTC towers were each 208
feet wide.33
During October of 1994 at NASA's Crows Landing
Flight Facility in California, 110 autopilot approaches
and touchdowns of a United Airlines Boeing 737
aircraft facilitated by augmented GPS positional
signals, were successfully conducted, with
"accuracies on the order of a few centimeters" being
consistently achieved.34
During October of 1994, augmented GPS signal
flight tests sponsored by the FAA in cooperation with
Ohio University were conducted. 50 autopilot
approaches and touchdowns were successfully
performed by a donated United Parcel Service
Boeing 757-200 series aircraft. The augmented GPS
positional signal was integrated into the aircraft
Flight Management System (FMS).35
During July and August of 1995, Honeywell, Boeing
and NASA sponsored tests using NASA's Boeing
757-200 test aircraft and performed 75 autopilot
approaches and touchdowns. The predicted
augmented GPS system aircraft positional accuracy
of 1-2 meters was successfully achieved.36 37
During October and December of 1998, WAAS
signal enroute navigation and Category I precision
instrument aircraft runway approaches were
performed over the northern Atlantic ocean and in the
nation of Chile, using the FAA's 727 test aircraft.
Overall aircraft positional accuracies of 3-4 meters
were successfully achieved.38 39
During August of 1999, multiple augmented GPS
signal autopilot approach and touchdown tests were
performed using a donated United Parcel Service 767
aircraft. These tests were sponsored by the FAA and
were centered on the prototype GPS-based Local
Area Augmentation System (LAAS), which is
intended to compliment the FAA's WAAS service.
The LAAS signal can provide aircraft positional
accuracy of less than one meter vertically and
laterally.40
On August 25, 2001, a Fed-Ex 727-200 aircraft
equipped with a Rockwell-Collins GNLU-930 MultiMode Receiver, conducted six full autopilot
approaches and touchdowns during joint U.S. Air
Force and Raytheon sponsored test flights, using the
Joint Precision Approach and Landings System

(JPALS), the military augmented GPS counterpart of
the civil LAAS system.41
On January 17, 2002, a series of autopilot
approaches, touchdowns and rollouts, were
conducted to further test the LAAS system with a
Fed-Ex Boeing 737-900, equipped with a RockwellCollins GLU-920 Multi-Mode receiver.42 The
augmented GPS capable GLU-920 Multi-Mode
receiver pre-dates September, 2001 and is designed
for use within the Boeing 757-200 and 767-200
model aircraft, like those used during the September
11, 2001 terrorist attacks.43 44
Comparable M ethod Patent
On October 9, 2001, Cubic Defense Systems, Inc.
applied for a U.S. patent for a system that removes
control of an aircraft from its pilot and utilizes an
aircraft's auto-pilot system to implement an
uninterruptable programmed auto-pilot flight plan in
order to navigate an aircraft to a given destination
during an emergency. This would be accomplished
through the use of electronic or mechanical relays,
that become activated by pilot operation of an aircraft
hijack notification system. Surprisingly to some,
none of the four aircraft destroyed on September 11,
2001 are known to have entered unique transponder
hijack notification codes, suggesting either modified
function or insufficient activation time. One optional
feature of the Cubic system is termination of an
aircraft's ability to communicate. In two cases,
hijacker communications reportedly aimed at
passengers on-board American Airlines flight 11 and
United Airlines flight 93 on September 11, 2001 were
heard instead by air traffic controllers. The Cubic
patent also references Honeywell's 1995 augmented
GPS flight navigation research and development,
apparently as a signal navigation aid. The system also
envisions the use of new aircraft flight instructions
transmitted by a remote sender, that would override
aircraft functions already underway and direct an
aircraft auto-pilot system to navigate an aircraft to a
predetermined destination.45 A data link interface
between an aircraft Flight Management System
(FMS) and the Management Unit for the Aircraft
Communication Addressing and Reporting System
(ACARS), was developed during the early 1990s.
This communication system allows for the update an
aircraft FMS in mid-flight.46 An aircraft auto-pilot
system is part of the FMS.

A utopilot O ver ride of Pilot Control

Remote F light Plan T ransmission

The development of the capability of an aircraft
Flight Management Computer (FMC) to take control
of an aircraft away from a pilot and turn over control
to its autopilot system, including apparently Boeing
757's, was underway circa September 11, 2001. The
development of a collision avoidance, control
override capability utilizing a Boeing 757 is
documented as early as 1999. Boeing 757s and 767s
containing common avionics, were used during the
9/11 attacks.

The capability to remotely transmit altered aircraft
flight plan data via remote data link transmissions
directly into Boeing 757 and 767 aircraft Flight
Management Computers (FMCs) for use by aircraft
auto-pilot functions, was technologically available
circa 2001.

"Ultimately, if required, the system could initiate
an automatically flown evasive maneuver.
Validation flights were completed at the NASA
Wallops Flight Facility and in-flight
demonstrations of the system were completed at
Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport in
November 1999 for FAA officials and other
Government and industry representatives. The
NASA B-757 ARIES and a Honeywell Gulfstream
IV (G-IV) were used in the flight test effort."47

In 2003, "Aviation Week" and Honeywell described
the continued development of "ground proximity
warning systems" that can allow a GPS-guided
aircraft autopilot system to take away control of an
aircraft from a pilot during emergencies. Honeywell
state-of-the-art Flight Management Systems (FMS)
were used by the four aircraft reportedly hijacked on
September 11, 2001.
"Assisted recovery builds on existing enhanced
ground proximity warning systems (EGPWS),
autopilot or fly-by-wire technologies to prevent an
aircraft from crashing into terrain or buildings ... If
pilots don't respond to warnings within a certain
amount of time, assisted recovery directs autopilot
or fly-by-wire control systems to steer aircraft away
from a crash."48

A 2005 report on ground proximity warning systems
states that the Boeing 767's that were crashed into the
World Trade Center (WTC) relied on navigation
databases that contained the exact locations of the
WTC towers:
"The hijacked passenger jets that hit the World
Trade Center buildings were equipped with
EGPWS ... The twin towers were in the database"49

Developed in 1999 and technologically supported by
the FANS-capable (Future Air Navigation System)
Honeywell Pegasus Flight Management System
(FMS) for Boeing 757s and 767s by 2000, Dynamic
Airborne Reroute Procedure (DARP) technology
enables aircraft course changes via modified flight
plan waypoints remotely transmitted and installed
into aircraft FMCs by VHF or SATCOM (satellite
communications) transmission uplinks.
"Dynamic Rerouting, meaning the ability of
controllers ... to change a filed routing once the
flight is in progress ... "The new flight plan with all
new waypoints goes into the data link to the comm
satellite and is then downlinked into the FMSes of
the individual aircraft," ... "And 'Wow,' say all the
old pilots, 'Untouched by human hands!'" ... Our
[dispatch] computer uplinks a route into the FMS
that is identified as 'Route 2.' [You're already flying
'Route 1.']" 50

A January, 2002 description of the capabilities of the
Pegasus Flight Management System (FMS) for
Boeing 757s and 767s:
""AOC (airline operations center) data link is an
optional feature of the Pegasus FMC. This feature
provides data link communication of ... route
modifications ... directly into the FMC (flight
management computer)."51

A May, 2000, Boeing explanation of the capabilities
of the Pegasus Flight Management System (FMS) for
Boeing 757s and 767s:
"A route request may either be a route modified by
the crew, or a route which has been sent to the
airplane from the Airline Data System."52
"The route can be sent by airline operations directly
to the ATC Facility via AIDC, for example, for
review and uplink to the aircraft."53
"At the time of the airworthiness approval of the
757/767 (Pegasus ‘00) FANS 1 FMC, the
operational requirements ... for providing ...
Dynamic Airborne Route Planning (DARP) based
on FANS 1 communication capability were not
determined."54

By June, 2001, DARP technology was available but
not fully operational:
"Dynamic rerouting (DARP) is not fully
operational - Technology is available."55

The May, 2000, data-link descriptions for the Boeing
Pegasus Flight Management System (FMS) for
Boeing 757s and 767s continues:
"Three independent VHF systems (radios and
antennas) are installed on the airplane to provide
line of sight voice and data communication."56
"Satellite communications (SATCOM) may be
provided for remote communications where
terrestrial contact is unavailable, or by airline
policy regardless of the state of other
communication capabilities."57

Airlines flight 11 occurred while ten GPS/WAAS
satellites were visible, just five minutes after the
expiration of one of two short periods of maximum
GPS/WAAS satellite visibility from the WTC
coordinates. The period of eleven visible
GPS/WAAS satellites from the coordinates of the
WTC occupied only 12% of the hours between
sunrise and sunset on September 11, 2001. It was
during this brief period of virtually maximum
GPS/WAAS satellite visibility from the WTC that the
aircraft attacks at the WTC unfolded.[58] Similarly
superior GPS service also existed from the
coordinates of the of the Pentagon building in
Arlington, VA during the impact of American
Airlines flight 77. (see Fig. 14) This impact occurred
less than ten minutes after the expiration of the
longest period of the maximum 12 GPS/WAAS
satellites visible from the Pentagon coordinates.

"The FMC has the capability to store 2 routes,
designated as route 1 and route 2. The route which
defines the flight plan along which the airplane is to
be flown is the active route."58

A Federal Aviation Administration publication
description of DARP capability to remotely modify
active flight plans already being executed by certain
aircraft Flight Management Systems:
"Planned Airborne Re-route Procedure – DARP
(Data link Aircraft): AOC (airline operations
center) will plan the re-route and uplink the route to
the aircraft, commencing from the waypoint on the
current route, ahead of the Aircraft and finishing at
destination. Note: Some Flight Management
Systems allow AOC uplinks to the Active Route. It
is recommended that all AOC route uplinks are
directed to the Inactive Route."59

(F ig. 12) GPS Satellite Visibility from WTC on 9/11/2001

Superior G PS Service During A ttacks
Following the deactivation of Selective Availability
(SA), measured GPS positional quality is most
affected by GPS satellite geometric
strength, represented by a numerical measure known
as Geometric Dilution of Precision (GDOP).
"Geometric Dilution of Precision (GDOP) is a GPS
term used in geomatics engineering to describe the
geometric strength of satellite configuration on
GPS accuracy ... the greater the number of
satellites, the better the value of GDOP."60

During the impact of United Airlines flight 175, the
maximum number of eleven GPS/WAAS satellites
for the entire daylight period were visible from the
latitude/longitude coordinates of the WTC (40° 42′
42″ N, 74° 0′ 45″ W) The impact of American

(F ig. 13) GPS Satellite Dilution of Precision from WTC on
9/11/2001

National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) U.S.
aviation mishap investigations, for which unique
inventory control serial numbers were not
published.65 Such serial numbers are required to
facilitate FDR data readouts.66 In fact the NTSB
possesses no records pertaining to the positive
identification of the FDRs for American Airlines
flight 77 and United Airlines flight 93.67
H ijackers Incapable A vionics O perators

(F ig. 14) GPS Satellite Visibility from Pentagon on 9/11/2001

During this same period at the WTC, Geometric
Dilution of Precision (GDOP) was valued at
approximately 2 to 2.3. The maximum GDOP value
during the hours between sunrise and sunset on
September 11, 2001 was approximately 1.5. GDOP
values of note are as follows:
"1-2 Excellent: At this confidence level, positional
measurements are considered accurate enough to
meet all but the most sensitive applications; 2-5
Good: Represents a level that marks the minimum
appropriate for making business decisions.
Positional measurements could be used to make
reliable in-route navigation suggestions to the
user."61

These findings were obtained utilizing the Trimble
GPS planning software 62, which utilized the GPS
almanac file generated by the GPS satellite
constellation on September 11, 2001 and is currently
hosted by the website of the U.S. Coast Guard.63
Unreliable O fficial E vidence
Because the Flight Data Recorders (FDRs) for
American Airlines flight 11 and United Airlines
flight 175 were not recovered, details regarding the
operation of each aircraft are not known. The FDRs
for American Airlines flight 77 and United Airlines
flight 93 were recovered and indicate pilot control of
each aircraft. However, the FDR readout file for
American Airlines flight 77 was completed four
hours and fifteen minutes before the said FDR was
recovered, suggesting false or altered FDR
information.64 And the FDRs for American Airlines
flight 77 and United Airlines flight 93 are virtually
the only ones during the previous 20 years of major

Apparently suspect information obtained from the
afore mentioned FDRs for American Airlines flight
77 and United Airlines flight 93 indicates the
performance of numerous and complex auto-pilot
mode changes by the accused hijack pilots of each
attack aircraft.68 However, unclassified records
generated by the "9/11 Commission" contain
interviews of United Airlines personnel who describe
the inability of the said hijackers to perform the flight
operations alleged:
"Entering changes to the auto pilot is something
that terrorist pilots probably would not have been
trained or able to do. Even the United senior pilot,
who instructs on how to do that, said that he always
has to pause before he makes such corrections to
make sure to remembered how to enter the
69
change."

E vidence of Precise Navigation
Contributing to the plausibility of precision
automated control of the two aircraft striking the
WTC, is that each aircraft struck precisely the bottom
regions of the only sections within each WTC tower
only recently upgraded with thermal protection
materials. This could suggest a clandestine
relationship between the visually spectacular aircraft
attacks upon the WTC and activity pre-September 11,
2001 within each WTC aircraft impact region,
intended to initiate structural failure not generated by
the aircraft attacks themselves and contribute to an
appearance of structural failures caused by each
aircraft impact.70
Floors 92 and above were re-fireproofed between
1995-2000 within WTC 1. WTC 1 was struck at floor
94 by AA 11. Floors 77 and above were refireproofed between 1995-2000 within WTC 2. WTC
2 was struck at floor 78 by UA 175.71 72
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